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“If you’ve never experienced the joy of accomplishing more than you can imagine, plant a garden.” --

Robert Brault 

Here are some thoughts from a few of our members. 

What do you like most about gardening?   

• Renee Maricque.: When I go to my garden and there is produce to harvest.  It is such a good 

feeling to take it home and prepare it for a meal knowing you grew it.  

• Nancy McAdams: I love being outside, watching wildlife, listening to birds, watching seeds 

sprout and become food on my table, grown free of chemicals and pesticides, with simple 

nurturing and some water. 

• Eileen Costa: I love the peaceful surroundings and interesting, friendly, nice people who are my 

fellow gardeners. Love seeing the wildlife that visit from time to time.  I feel like I am far away 

from civilization. 

• Christine Forster: rediscovering recipes I haven’t made in years. Someone gives you something 

or veggies come in all at once. Example eggplant- had forgotten steamed eggplant, tomatoes, 

green onion with lemon juice served cold. 

• Lynn Schneidenbach: My favorite thing about gardening is that I get to play in the dirt and watch 

things grow again. I have had gardens in most of my homes in the past.  I didn't think I'd ever get 

the chance again, but Oceana afforded me this opportunity.  This Garden Club community has 

been very friendly and welcoming. It's been great to be able to play outside with likeminded 

folks as we wind down from the strict quarantine.   

• Peggie Moore:  i love enriching the soil and trying new organic harvests.  I love most looking up 

and seeing the many people enjoying their gardens, sharing ideas and working together to 

enrich not just the soil, but friendships as well! 

What do you like least about gardening?  

• Renee Maricque: The swarms of ants in my garden!!!!  The little @$%##@ attack and bite me.  

• Nancy McAdams: My least favorite part of gardening is dealing with pesky rats! 

• Eileen Costa:  I am unhappy with plants that do not do well and animals that eat my produce. 

• Darrah Glynn: I love bunnies, but I’m not much of a fan of the bunny that is living in my garden. I 

found the rabbit sunning in my garden on a lazy afternoon, and I can’t chase him away.  Does 

anybody have any suggestions? 

• Christine Forster: that’s simple ants and weeds 

• Lynn Schneidenbach: My least favorite thing is when a little plant you're nurturing is eaten by 

snails/slugs or decides it doesn't want to play in the garden and turns toes up. 

• Peggie Moore: Snails 

What is the most surprising or unusual thing you've learned about gardening?  

• Renee M.:  I learned to not grow pumpkins, zucchini, and kale in a little garden.  They took over 

the whole garden. 



• Nancy McAdams:  I am surprised at the easy friendships formed with fellow gardeners who 

enjoy the quiet, healthy process of growing and nurturing plants and flowers. 

• Eileen Costa: Gardening requires patience!  My garden surprises me with plants that are 

“volunteers” and these volunteer plants most times do better than store bought. 

• Christine Forster: how big broccoli plants are and you can eat the leaves. 

• Lynn Schneidenbach:   Brazen coyotes sauntering by all hours of the day, realizing that 

roadrunners have a very distinct and loud call to others and that there can be such a diverse 

range of crops being grown on this plot we call the community garden!! 

• Peggie Moore: How uniquely different everyone's garden plots are, the rich array of colorful 

flowers and vegetables 

 


